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Pakistan is particularly susceptible to natural disasters including food insecurity, earthquakes,
droughts, and floods. Currently, it is experiencing an intense monsoon spell and heavy rains
have resulted in urban and flash floods, particularly affecting Balochistan. This has left many
in the region severely devastated and in need for immediate humanitarian assistance.
SC PK is fully conscious of the impact and destruction caused by the flooding in Balochistan.
As a response to this, the field team ensured that we reach out to serve the most vulnerable
populace and provide timely humanitarian assistance. Under its existing HUM Fund targeted
districts, Chaman and Pishin, also affected by the flood, SC PK launched emergency
humanitarian efforts among its existing beneficiaries and streamlined the process of relief
activities.
In order to carry out a response that is well-aligned with the national interest, security and
policy, SC PK emphasized active engagement with the national, federal and district officials
including NDMA, PDMA and other relevant ministries, keeping them well informed on
response strategies. As a result, SC PK was the first INGO to have successfully secured the
flood response NOC/Permission from the Ministry of Interior to serve the affected populace
without any hindrances. In due course, SC PK will be signing a Strategic MOU with PDMA
Balochistan as well which will enable to strengthen the response and relief efforts.
SC PK has maintained effective coordination with its implementing partner, Tameer-e-Khalaq
Foundation (TKF), in the field for regular updates on the progress of the response and
provision of photos/case studies from affected areas. Furthermore, a team from SC PK
conducted a field visit, particularly in District Pishin and Chaman, to conduct a Rapid Needs
Assessment, in coordination with UNOCHA, NDMA & PDMA (Balochistan), enabling us to put
in place effective relief efforts. The field team was also accompanied by a representative of the
Communications and MEAL team to collect case studies and success stories from the field as
well as capture quality footages for an appropriate coverage of the response and thereby,
ensure quality Humanitarian Reporting and Documentation.
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HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE BY SCPK
SC PK is fully conscious of the impact and destruction caused by the flooding in Balochistan.
As a response to this, the field team ensured that we reach out to serve the most vulnerable
populace and provide immediate humanitarian assistance. Under its existing HUM Fund
targeted districts, Chaman and Pishin, also affected by the flood, SC PK launched emergency
humanitarian efforts among its existing beneficiaries and streamlined the process of relief
activities.

DISTRICT: PISHIN

BENEFICIARIES
Afghan Refugees
Surkhab RV
Saranan RV

COMPLETED
120 Relief Tents
120 Household Kits
120 Dignity Kits
250 Food Packs
Distributed on August 12

120 Relief Tents
120 Household Kits
120 Dignity Kits
250 Food Packs
To be distributed
in current week

20 Relief Tents;
120 Household Kits;
120 Dignity Kits;
120 Food Packs;
6 Temporary Learning Centers for
School going children to support
Government Schools till they become
completely functional again.

BENEFICIARIES
Local Communities
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PLANNED
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